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directly modeled with real robots. Our work belongs to
the bottom-up approach.
The work presented here can be thought of as an attempt
to model visual information acquisition and processing
behaviors in the animal kingdom. We investigated the
Praying Mantis and the Pigeon. A number of studies of
formal behavioral models (such as the schema-theoretic
model) of the praying mantis have been presented 171,
[SI.In these studies, several visually mediated activities
or behaviors of the praying mantis such as prey acquisition, predator avoidance, mating and Chantlitaxia were
formulated in detail. Each of the above behaviors could
be implemented by a set of visually based functions, one
of which is investigated here.

Abstract-Inspired by the abilities of both the praying
mantis and the pigeon to judge distance by use of motionbased visually mediated odometry, we create miniature models for depth estimation that are similar to the head movements of these animals. We develop mathematical models of
the praying mantis and pigeon visual behavior and describe
our implementations and experimental environment. We
investigate structure from motion problems when images
are taken from a camera whose focal point is translating
according to each of the biological models. This motion in
the first case is reminiscent of a praying mantis peering its
head left and right, apparently to obtain depth perception,
hence the moniker “mantis head camera.” In the second
case this motion is reminiscent of a pigeon hobbing its head
hack and forth, also apparently to obtain depth perception,
hence the moniker “pigeon head camera.” We present the
performance of the mantis head camera and pigeon head
camera models and provide experimental results of the
algorithms. We provide the comparison of the definitiveness
of the results obtained by both models. The precision of
our mathematical model and its implementation is consistent
with the experimental facts obtained from various biological
experiments.

Fig. 1. Mantis Head vmus Mantis Head Camera

I. INTRODUCTION
The study of vision guided abilities in animals has
become significant not only for biologists, but also for
scientists working in robotics and computer vision who
are using unique functional principles learned from the
study of animals to develop mathematical models, and
then to build an intelligent robot utilizing these principles
for better performance in certain tasks.
This study examines, experimentally evaluates and compares visually mediated motion based depth determination
of two species of animals, namely the Praying Mantis and
the Pigeon. Praying Mantis relates to the insect group of.
animals, while Pigeon relates to the birds. In this paper we
focus on rohot.vision for depth estimation purposes. With
the continuously growing development of autonomous
robots, many groups of researchers (both engineers and
biologists) have conducted studies in different directions
of biologically inspired robotics vision. Generally, work
in this domain can be classified as top-down ([l]) and
bottom-up (e.g. [2]). In the top-down approach, a certain
task, such as path planning ( [ 3 ] ,etc.) or visually mediated
odometly ([4], etc.), looks for inspiration in a biological
model, whereas in the bottom-up approach, a cerlain
biological behavior, such as visually mediated navigation
([5], etc.) or visually mediated flight control ([6], etc.) is
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To compensate for an extremely limited ability of
movements of their eyes, buds’ heads are able to move
significantly. More specifically, some birds develop frequent forward-backward head-movements at the rate of
a few cycles per second. This head bobbing seems to
play a significant role in Pigeons’ vision, which has been
extensively investigated (e.g. [91, [IO]).
The Mantis and Pigeon provide excellent opportunities
for the study of distance estimation by means of selfgenerated retinal image motion. The biological model
could then form the basis for a biologically relevant mathematical model that would take all of the experimental
findings into account and that could be of assistance for
research in computer and robotic vision. Thus the eye of
a mobile robot could make peering-like or bobbing-like
movements, like a Mantis or Pigeon, to estimate distances
in order to avoid objects among other purposes. The precision of our mathematical model and its implementation
is consistent with the experimental facts obtained from
biological experiments.
Depth estimation from motion is a subject of several
works in computer vision [ l l l , [121, [13]. For example,
authors in [I41 handle reconstruction of 3D geometrical
primitives from controlled motion, authors in [I51 analyze
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Fig. 2. Pigeon Head vcsus Pigeon Head Camera

the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters
errors on 3D depth distortion, and authors in [I61 present
a scheme for getting selectable quality 3D structure reconstruction. Here we present a biologically motivated
simplified new model for motion based depth estimation
and its robotics implementation.
In the remainder of this paper we develop mathematical
models of the biologically motivated visual-motor systems
for depth estimation, describe an implementation of the
system and experimental environment, present and discuss
the performance of the systems and provide experimental
results of the algorithms in Sections n and llI; we compare
the performance of the presented models in Section IV,
and discuss the results in Section V.
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Fig. 3. Mantis head camera model. The surface, whose cross section is
given by z =E(.), is viewed by a camera with focal point moving along
the X-axis. p denotes the displacement along the X-axis from the CCD
center on the image plane at which a feature is pmjected, and r o ( p ) and
r , ( p ) are the displacements where points observed at the displacement
p on the image plane are located on the surface of the object.

11. THE PRAYING MANTIS HEAD CAMERA
In this section we describe the Mathematical Model,
Experimental Environment and Experimental Results of
the Praying Mantis experimental evaluation.

To evaluate (3) we combine (1) and (2) to obtain

A. The Model

Differentiation with respect to p and r yields

Figure 3 illustrates the process. The camera moves left
and right (pure translation) along the X-axis according to
the function c = c ( t ) ,where we set c = c(0).Typically this
motion is with constant speed (and changing direction at
the edges of the platform) such as 4 7 ) = sV,,r, where s
is 1 or - 1 depending on the peering direction.
We start from the following relationship, where / is
the focal length of the camera: p / f = r / z . When the
camera is in its initial position (T = O), p/f = ro/Q.
For 7 = f , when the camera is displaced along the Xaxis according to the function c(t), we have p = f [ r , c ( f ) ] / z=
r f [ r ,-c(t)]/g(r,) in the same coordinate system.
Hence ( l / f ) p g ( r , ) = rr-c(r) or
1
(1)
' r = jP6(rt) + c ( t ) .

In the most general case we define the inverse function as

r, = h c ( p ) .
(2)
The image might be regarded as a function of r, which
itself is a function of time and p , say I = F ( r , ) =
F ( h c ( P ) )= F ( h c ( t ) ( ~ ) ) .
Useful information can be obtained by observing the
ratio of the derivatives of I with respect to p and f :

1

= 'i = -Pg(r,)

f

1

= -pg(hdp))

f

+C(f)

and

In this expression c = c ( t ) and dcldr are given, while
a l / d p and a l / & are determined by observation.
B. The Experimenral Environment

A miniature video camera was mounted on a specially designed micro-translation platform, which provides
precise periodic side-to-side peering movements of the
camera with constant speed. When an electromotor of the
platform is activated, the camera translates in the direction
that is parallel to the image plane. This behavior simulates
the peering behavior of the praying mantis.

C. Experimental Results
In our case the camera moves along the X-axis (with
constant speed dcldt), so the component of the velocity
dyldt along the Y-axis is zero, and we can reduce the
basic flow equation to the following:
a l , d x ai,
-_
ax dt + - at= o ,

Fig. 6.

Tiny Lego Robot utilizes Miniature Mantis Head Camera.

Sequence order: top left. top right. bottom left, bottom right

Fig. 4.
Scheme of Peering Behavior of F'raying Mantis and the
implementation of the Miniature Mantis Head Camera Platform, which
utilizes peering behavior for distance estimation.
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HI. THE PIGEON HEAD CAMERA
In this section we describe the Mathematical Model,
Experimental Environment and Experimental Results of
the Pigeon experimental evaluation.
A. The Model

Using (6) one can rewrite ( 5 ) as (denoting p = x, sVo =
d c l d t , and v I = d x J d t )

g ( r ) = z = -f-

1

2

3

dcldt
sVo
=
dxJdt -f I .

7

4

5

(7)

Figure 7 illustrates the setup. The camera moves hack
and forth (pure translation) along the optic axis according
to the function c = c ( t ) , where we set c ( 0 ) = 0. Typically
this motion is periodic and with constant speed (and
changing direction at the edges of the cart platform) such
as C(T) = sVoz, where s is 1 or -1 depending on the
bobbing direction.
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Fig. 5.

Reference distance versus averaged estimated dislance

According to (7). when the observer moves with speed
V,, the retinal images of objects close to the eye (smaller
z) are displaced more quickly (bigger v,) than those of
more distant objects (bigger z).
In our experiments the target object was placed at
various known distances in front of a constantly peering camera. The distance to the object was estimated
by computing equation (7) via the token matching (fast
feature tracking) technique. The experimentally estimated
distances were compared to their m e values and the
accuracy of the estimations was calculated. For each peer
of the camera the object was sampled n = 50 times with
a constant frame rate of 30 Hz, and the average v1 was
computed as ( l / n )
vli, which greatly improves the
accuracy of the estimation algorithm.

Fig. 7. The pigeon head camera model. The surface. whose a s s section
is given by z = p ( r ) , is viewed by a camem whose focal point mwes
along its optical axis Z. p is the height on the image plane at which
a feature is projected, and r and 7, are the heights at which the point
observed at height p on the image plane are lccated on the object The
camera moves in time along the optical axis according to the function
~ ( 1 ) p. is the same pixel ccmdinate on the image at times I= 0 and I > 0.
r and r, are two object p i n t s projected to the Lame pixel coordinate p
at times f = O and f > O .

We start from the following relationship, where f is
the focal length of the camera: p/f = r / z . When the
camera is in its initial position 7 = 0, p = f r o / % . At time
7 = 1, when the camera is dibpkdced dong its Optical axis

z:=,
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according to the function ~ ( t )we
, have p = f r l / [ z l + c ( t ) ]
in the same coordinate system, whence

1

1
r , = f ~ [ ~ , + c ( t ) l = - pf[ g ( r ~ ) + c ( t ) l .

C. Experimental Results
The situation regarding optic flow is the same as that
in Mantis Head Camera section. By computing the optic
flow we can estimate the distance to the objects by using
equation (12). As noted in Section 11-C, the two prevalent
approaches to computing optic flow are token matching or
correlation, and gradient techniques. Here we use a fast
feature-tracking scheme to calculate the optic flow. In our
experiments, the target object was placed at various known
distances in front of the constantly bobbing camera. The
distance to the object was estimated by computing flow
through the use of token matching (fast feature tracking)
techniques. The experimentally estimated distances were
compared to their known values and the accuracy of the
estimations was calculated. In each bobbing of the camera
the object was sampled n = 10 times with constant frame
rate 30 Hz.

(8)

In the most general case we define the inverse function as
r, = h d p ) .

(9)

The image may be regarded as a function of r which
itself is a function of time and of p, say I = F ( r , ) =
F(h,(p)) = F ( / i < ( t ) ( p ) ) We
.
claim that we can obtain
useful information by observing the ratio of the derivatives
of I with respect to p and t . To wit,

To evaluate (10) we combine (8) and (9) to obtain h , ( p ) pg(h,(p))/f = p c / f . Differentiating with respect to p
and I yields

Wference Depth vs Estimated Depth in Rgeon
method udng FIO in averaging process

I

and
dc a h c l a p
dc a i l a p
g ( r , ) = z, = p - -- c = p - - - c .
dt ah,iat
dt ailat

(12)

In this expression c = c ( t ) and dcldt are given, while
a l l d p and allat are determined by observation.
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2

3

4

5
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B. The Experimental Envimnnienr

A miniature video camera was mounted on a specially
designed micro-translation platform, which provides precise periodic back-and-forth bobbing movements of the
camera with constant speed. Thus as an electromotor of
the platform is activated, the camera translates along its
optic axis. This actually simulates the hobbing behavior
of the walking pigeon.

Fig. 9.

Fig. IO.

Reference depth versus averaged estimated depth

Tiny Leg0 Robot utilizes Miniature Pigeon Head Camera.

Sequence order lop left. top right, bollom left. bonom "ght.

Iv. WHEN TO USE W H A T
While the Mantis model is more precise than the Pigeon
model, its usage is possible only from a static location
while the Pigeon model can be used during motion. Thus
the Mantis Head model should be used when the precise
estimation of depth from the static position of a mobile
agent is required, while the Pigeon Head model should be
used when the rough estimation of depth from a moving or

Fig. 8. Scheme of Bobbing Behavior of Pigeon and the implementation
of the Miniature Pigeon Head Camera Platform, which utilizes bobbing
behavior for distance estimation.
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non-moving mobile agent is needed. This implies that the
selection of usage of the depth estimation method should
be task dependent [17].
In what follows we mention briefly some experiments
that were conducted to demonstrate the usage of the above
methods for different tasks (such as robot convoy, robot
docking, etc). Each robot could be equipped with one
of several vision configurations such as peering camera,
bobbing camera, both peering and bobbing cameras, or
combinations of these - e.g. a camera that could be
rotated 90 degrees and used for peering or bobbing,
dependent on task.
For example, we used the peering method to perform
precise docking of the robot to its base station. Finer steps
are taken as the robot gets closer to its target.

.

. .

..

of the head movement velocity. This fact could be used to
simplify the model implementation in several cases. Praying mantises use the so-called Chantlitaxia behavior when
chwsing a hunting place. They just select the nearest
object, move towards it, then again select the next nearest
object and move again towards it. When an appropriate
location is found, the praying mantis starts hunting from
it. In this Chantlitaxia behavior the estimation of ordinal.
depth is enough to select the nearest object in each step.
Still, during the hunting process the absolute distance
estimation is required.
In order to estimate which object is more distant and
which one is closer (for example for Chantlitaxia purposes) the Praying Mantis could use the peering behavior
and check the sign of the expression ( Z , / q ) - I , which
is derived from (5). If the object with depth Z, is closer
than the one with Z,, the sign of the expression above is
negative.

."

Fig. 11. Tiny Leg0 Robot performs docking lo base sfation utilizing
peering method-another view.

Another example is performing simple robot convoy
of a few robots. Here the bobbing method is used, and
the rough estimate of the distance will be enough to
successfully perform this task.

Fig. 13. The subsets (of 4 samples) captured during peering movemen&
of lhe Mantis Head Camera Platform for ordinal depth estimation (Nature
scenarios).

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study biologically motivated mathematical models of depth estimation and their implementations were
presented. We showed how one could recover depth using
either peering behavior that is commonly used by the
praying mantis, or bobbing behavior that is commonly
used by the pigeon. These models are consistent with
recent behavioral and anatomical evidence collected from
various biologic experiments [IS], [19].
The presented systems can estimate the depth of a set of
objects, similarly to the ability of certain animals, which
can be used by a mobile agent for learning the surrounding
space, collision avoidance and navigation. The real-time
performance of the models adds to its attractiveness for
usage with mobile agents. The precision of the depth
estimations, achieved by the models and their implementations, are consistent with the results demonstrated by
animals.
As items for future work, we plan to investigate other
visual routines of the mentioned animals. Particularly,
we plan to use our mantis head platform mounted on
miniature mobile robots in order to implement some of
the visual behaviors of the praying mantis, as presented

. - _ .....
~

Fig. I?. Tiny Lega Robots perform convoy. maneuver utilizing bobbing
method. Sequence order: lop left, top right, bottom left. bottom right.

In another example some robot locates the nearest robot
among the others. Here only ordinal depth estimation will
be enough to successfully perform this task.
A. Ordinal Depth Estimation

From biological studies it follows that animals often use
relative motion parallax for depth perception [IS]. In other
words, relative distances can be determined from motion
parallax, if the distinction is made between the apparent
motions of objects relative to one another.
In some tasks knowledge of the ordinal depth is enough
for animals to perform adequately. To calculate the ordinal
depth there is no need to measure the exact absolute value
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in [7]. We also plan to implement some of the realtime indoor navigation algorithms ([ZO], [?1], [IS]), using
Leg0 mobile robots with the mantis head platform. Using
precise distance estimation by the platform, Leg0 robots
will be available to perform accurate docking and other
precision-requiring tasks, which are difficult to achieve
with the standard Leg0 environment. As another direction
for future work, we plan to study the principles of different
types of self motion for precise depth estimation used by
other animals, measure their sensitivity, evaluate precision
and compare these principles to those used by the praying
mantis and pigeon.
In this study, we have developed a mathematical model
of the biologically motivated visual-motor system for
distance estimation, then described an implementation of
the system and experimental environment, presented and
discussed the performance of the system and experimental
results, and presented directions for the future work.
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